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Stress Away™
Essential Oil Roll-On

Product Summary
Young Living’s Stress Away Essential Oil RollOn is the perfect on-the-go natural solution to
combat normal stresses that creep into everyday
life. This unique blend of vanilla, lime, and
other essential oils makes relieving daily stress
convenient and easy.

Product Story
Stress Away is the first product to be named by
Young Living distributors, as well as the first to
contain the unique stress-relieving combination
of Young Living Therapeutic Grade™ (YLTG)
lime and vanilla essential oils. Stress Away
also includes copaiba and lavender to reduce
mental rigidity and restore equilibrium. It also
features powerful plant constituents, such as
the cedrol found in cedarwood and the eugenol
that occurs naturally in vanilla. Cedrol can help
induce relaxation, while eugenol works to reduce
nervous tension. All of these ingredients are
expertly blended with the exotic scent of ocotea,
Young Living’s exclusive Ecuador single.

Adding to the uplifting aroma of Stress Away
is a subtle hint of lime, from Young Living’s
unique coumarin-free lime essential oil. Regular
lime, like most citrus essential oils, contains
coumarins that are potentially photo-sensitizing
and damaging to the skin. YLTG lime essential
oil minimizes any skin sensitivity, particularly
when used while in the sun.

Primary Benefits
+ Reduce stress any time, anywhere with the
convenience and portability of an essential oil
roll-on.
+ Use Stress Away in anticipation of events or
situations that may cause mental tension.
+ Lessening normal everyday stress can lead to
improved sleep and elevated state of mind.

Did You Know?
+ Ocotea essential oil is derived from the tall
ocotea tree and has a long history of traditional
usage in Amazonia.
+ Copaiba is the only essential oil extracted
through tapping, similar to how maple and
rubber are gathered.
+ The vanilla in Stress Away does not contain
water, unlike most vanilla oil sold on the market
today.

Stress Away™ Essential Oil Roll-On
Key Ingredients
+ Vanilla—the warm, sweet aroma of vanilla
calms and reduces tension.
+ Lime—the delicious scent of lime is robust
and refreshing.
+ Ocotea—ocotea has a cinnamon base with a
kick of exotic luxury.
+ Cedarwood—with one of the highest known
levels of sesquiterpenes, cedarwood works
with the brain to improve relaxation.
+ Copaiba—supports the Stress Away
blend with the powerful constituent beta
caryophyllene.
+ Lavender—the floral scent of lavender
calms any tense mood.

How To Use
Shake well and apply generously to wrists,
neck, arms, or anywhere you love experiencing
essential oils.

Cautions
Keep out of reach of children. If you are
pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a
medical condition, please consult a healthcare
practitioner prior to use. Possible skin
sensitivity. Do not apply to sensitive tissues.
Not intended for children six years of age or
younger.
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